With this book a text on numerical methods in vegetation science is now available in the German language. The author is a geographer and hence his restriction to spatial phenomena. From the text and the conclusive remarks it becomes clear that the book is meant for plant geographers. Of course the vegetation ecologist immediately misses the temporal phenomena, and even geographers might have wished to find vegetation dynamics and dynamical geography treated. Most textbooks on modern biogeography stress nowadays the crucial importance of processes rather than patterns.
The book first treats ordination and classification as concepts, as well as some basic thoughts in quantitative plant geography. Then some analytical procedures including the Braun-Blanquet approach are discussed. The next chapters deal with similarity coefficients, numerical classification, the continuum concept, some ordination methods, the relations between classification and ordination, and the analysis of vegetation-environment relations.
On the whole I am not convinced of the necessity of the book. The major part (150 pp.) is formed by the description methods, roughly on the level of abstraction of Whittaker's Handbook volumes on Classification and Ordination. Although the overlap with these volumes is considerable, Frankenberg brought together a new set of examples, also from his own very interesting numerical plant geographical studies.
However, there is an insufficient elementary introduction to the principles of multivariate analysis and no discussion at all of its limitations (including non-linearity problems, transformation and standardisation, species performance and operational environmental factors). Moreover many figures are small and difficult to read. The terminology used is partly unclear if not incorrect. The author's main division within his ordination chapter, for instance, is between ordination of species and of habitats (Standorte), but what he really means is floristic ordination based on species resemblance respectively site resemblance.
I am afraid that most readers will either be unable to follow the author if they are beginners or prefer one of the standard texts in English.
Some minor remarks may be added to this general and unfortunately not favourable review. The problem of species-area relations, so relevant and intriguing to the geographer too is hardly treated. Only some outdated views on minimal area are presented. Pattern analysis is not treated either and although this approach originated in 'small-scale' ecology it has clear perspectives for plant geographers as well! This links with the opening remarks that processes are not dealt with.
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